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ABSTRACT
Trust in a Recommender System (RS) is crucial for its overall
success. However, it remains underexplored whether users
trust personal recommendation sources (i.e. other humans)
more than impersonal sources (i.e. conventional RS), and, if
they do, whether the perceived quality of explanation provi-
ded account for the difference. We conducted an empirical
study in which we compared these two sources of recom-
mendations and explanations. Human advisors were asked
to explain movies they recommended in short texts while
the RS created explanations based on item similarity. Our
experiment comprised two rounds of recommending. Over
both rounds the quality of explanations provided by users
was assessed higher than the quality of the system’s explana-
tions. Moreover, explanation quality significantly influenced
perceived recommendation quality as well as trust in the
recommendation source. Consequently, we suggest that RS
should provide richer explanations in order to increase their
perceived recommendation quality and trustworthiness.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Contemporary online platforms typically rely on imperso-
nal recommendation sources, i.e. automated Recommender
Systems (RS), that automatically generate recommendations
in order to faciliate users’ decision making when facing a
large number of alternatives. Even though recommendation
algorithms have become highly accurate in terms of esti-
mating a user’s preferences [1, 15], they oftentimes appear
as “black boxes” by concealing important details from their
users. As a consequence, users create an unfitting mental
model of the RS which may result in distrust and ultimately
even in rejection of the system’s recommendations [17, 46].
Hence, several researchers argue that especially the trust-
worthiness of a RS should be considered when assessing its
quality [2, 22, 36].

RS are faceless entities lacking the human properties that
are important for the development of trust, thus making it
difficult for users to form bonds of any kind. One way to
alleviate this, is to introduce social components into RS [6,
26]. There is a growing number of websites where automated
and human-generated recommendations are combined—the
latter, for example, in form of customer product reviews.
For the reasons above, personal recommendation sources, i.e.
users providing recommendations, are often associated with
a higher trustworthiness [26, 44].
In the same line, designers of RS often strive to increase

transparency and trustworthiness by providing textual ex-
planatory components for recommendations [5, 46, 50]. A
very common technique is to indicate similarity between re-
commendations and items the user is currently browsing or
has expressed preferences for in the past. A well-known ex-
ample for the former is Amazon’s “Users who bought . . . also
bought . . . ” explanation. Similar kinds of explanations are ap-
plied by, for instance, Netflix and Spotify. Even though the ef-
fectiveness of such simplistic approaches utilizing similarity-
based explanations has been questioned [5, 12], a thorough
empirical comparisonwith systems using richer explanations—
especially in terms of the perceived trustworthiness and its
influential factors—is still missing.
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We argue that overly simplistic explanations lack the ex-
pressiveness and social properties that are relevant to es-
tablish trust in a recommendation source. In order to find
empirical support for this assumption, we conducted a user
study in which we let participants assess recommendations
that were either selected by another person or by a typical
RS. Additionally, the recommended items were accompanied
by individually composed explanations in the personal condi-
tion or similarity-based ones for the RS. By utilizing tools of
causal statistical inference, i.e. structural equation modeling
[33] and the counterfactual framework [18, 35, 40], we were
able to reveal that the richness of explanations plays a pivo-
tal role in trust-building processes. Although, as compared
to the RS, humans were usually less accurate in estimating
preferences, the explanations for their choice were more ela-
borate and comprehensible such that the overall quality of
recommendations was deemed to be equal.
As a consequence, it appears reasonable to develop RS

towards incorporating explanatory components that imi-
tate more closely the way humans exchange information.
Counterfactual analysis helped us answer questions about a
hypothetical situation in which RS would do so: As it turns
out, without any changes to the underlying algorithm, re-
placing similarity-based explanations with human-like ones,
the quality of recommendations can be expected to improve
by around 13%.
Moreover, up to now research on trust in RS has been

concentrating predominantly on an initial perception of trust
and little research addresses temporal development of trust
in recommendation sources [e.g. 8, 49]. Participants in our
study received two recommendations over the course of two
weeks, which allowed us to assess trust development over
time. While trust in humans remained constant, we could
observe a slight decrease for their automated counterparts.
Although not statistically significant, we assume systematic
effects that tackle information asymmetry and, through this,
unfulfilled expectations.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as

follows:
• We conducted a user study that compared personal
to impersonal recommendation sources. It is shown
that there exist differences between the groups in how
recommendations are perceived and in how bonds are
created towards the recommendation source.

• We structurally model direct and indirect effects be-
tween constructs of major interest for RS research.
Concretely, we reveal complex dependencies between
explanation quality, recommendation quality, social pre-
sence, and trustworthiness.

• We provide empirical evidence that simplistic explana-
tions fall short in terms of their benefit for recommen-
dations when compared to human explanations. We

suggest that RS should be equipped with more sophi-
sticated means of explaining their decisions. Natural
language information exchange employed by humans
should be the reference point.

• The contribution is also of theoretical value as we
utilize profound statistical tools that allow for causal
interpretation of effects. We argue that RS research
will benefit substantially from this direction because it
opens up an perspective that cannot be achieved with
correlative studies.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
examines relevant literature and puts them in relation. We
describe our empirical study and the tools we used in Section 3
and present results in Section 4. Finally, implications of
our findings are discussed in Section 5 and summarized in
Section 6. The latter also addresses limitations and future
work.

2 RELATEDWORK
RS have become ubiquitous means that proactively filter
information in order to help users find interesting items
[38]. Providing recommendations not only helps users make
decisions, thus reducing their cognitive load [19, 37], but
also increase purchases and general user satisfaction [38].
Nearly all contemporary online platforms, such as Amazon,
Netflix, and Facebook, make use of RS [14, 16, 43]. While for
a long time research in RS focused primarily on algorithmic
accuracy, it recently began to shift onto more user-centered
qualities [4, 23, 27, 32] such as the degree of control [20], the
transparency [46] and the trustworthiness [47] of a RS.

Trust in Recommender Systems
Trust is an important factor in human-machine interaction
[28] and arguably of special interest for RS, since taking an
advice is a highly trust-dependent behavior [30, 31]. Not
surprisingly, increasing the trustworthiness of a RS has been
shown to increase purchase volume [34, 46] and customer
loyalty [46], among others.
From a cognitive science perspective, it is a non-trivial

task to define what constitutes trust. Consequently, there are
various definitions of trust in the literature. In this paper we
followMcKnight et al. [30, 31] and their interdisciplinary mo-
del of trust. Themodel comprises four general constructs that
are directly or indirectly influencing trust-related behavior: a
user’s disposition to trust together with their institution-based
trust, trusting beliefs, and trusting intentions. The disposition
to trust describes the trusting stance and trustfulness of a
person, such as their general faith in humanity. In contrast to
the rather constant disposition to trust, institution-based trust
is ephemeral and lasts only for certain situations (e.g. visiting
an online shop).Disposition to trust and institution-based trust
together build the foundation for trusting beliefs. Trusting



beliefs directly concern characteristics of the trustee, which
are threefold in the model of McKnight et al.: integrity (the
trustee’s reliability and honesty), benevolence (the trustee’s
motives such as altruism and goodwill) and competence (the
trustee’s ability to fulfill the truster’s needs). Before a person
finally commits to a trust-related behavior (e.g. making an on-
line purchase), trusting intentions need to be present. Trusting
intentions itself consist of four subconstructs: willingness to
depend (the general readiness to make oneself vulnerable to
the trustee), follow advise (the intention to take an advice of
the trustee), give information (the willingness to share some
private information with the trustee) andmake purchase (the
intention to actually purchase something). Trusting intenti-
ons highly depend on disposition to trust, institution-based
trust and trusting beliefs. Interestingly, such trust formation
processes also seem to apply to computer systems in general
[30] and to RS in particular [22].
The source of recommendation, i.e. the trustee, highly

influences the acceptance of recommendations. The recom-
mendation source, however, is not per se an automatic RS. In
fact, before digitalization, recommendations were primarily
provided by other humans—and often still are. The resulting
two kinds of recommendation sources (i.e. human and non-
human) are often termed as personal and impersonal [41, 44].

Impersonal sources that provide personalized recommen-
dations are commonly used on contemporary online sites,
but allowing other users to provide recommendations can
add benefits to a service as well. Although humans have
been observed to be less accurate when predicting another
user’s interests [25], the social cues transmitted by a perso-
nal recommendation source create social presence and can
foster users’ trust in a system [6, 26]. Additionally, depicting
simple visual cues for trust-related attributes (e.g. expertise)
of a personal recommendation source can influence trusting
beliefs successfully [26].

Explaining Recommendations
Another approach to enhance trust in RS is to provide the
rationale behind a recommendation in the form of textual
explanations [10, 17, 46]. The literature on impact of expla-
nations is controversial, though. While explanations have
been shown to have potential for increasing transparency
[42, 46], this does not necessarily improve trust in RS [8]. Yet,
transparency can help users in their decision making [45]
and increase user satisfaction [12]. Overall, effects of expla-
nations seem very diverse and it can be hypothesized that
this is due to different types of explanation being utilized.
One of the most common types of explanations is based

on similarity between items or users and is fairly simplistic.
A well-established approach, for instance, brings the recom-
mended item into relation to those for which the user has

already expressed preference. Various methods for explai-
ning recommendations based on the computed similarity
between items or users have been proposed [e.g. 2, 17, 46].
Amazon’s approach of explaining recommendations based
on items that were bought together constitutes another well-
known example of similarity-based explanations. The effecti-
veness of such approaches remains questionable, though. In
experiments conducted by Berkovsky et al. similarity-based
RS failed to convey trusting beliefs properly [2]. Especially
competence and benevolence of a recommendation source
appear harder to assess based on similarity only. In line with
that, Bilgic and Mooney [3] found that users in conditions
with similarity-based explanations tend to overestimate the
quality of recommended items, which resulted in a decrease
in the perceived trustworthiness of the RS—probably due to
a lower perceived competence. Yet, such explanations can
result in desirable effects. Berkovsky et al. observed that
similarity-based explanations can successfully increase the
perceived transparency of recommendations.

However, other forms of explanations can unlock further
desirable qualities. For instance, explanations indicating a
high average rating of a recommendation resulted in a high
perceived benevolence [2]. In the same experiment, compe-
tence was rated higher for explanations that used awards
and revenue of the recommended items. Qualitative com-
ments underlined this by assigning the latter explanation
style with having the most knowledge about the item dom-
ain. In another experiment, explanations that made use of
content features showed potential to increase general user
satisfaction [3]. Finally, first steps have been taken for gene-
rating complex explanations based on natural language [5, 9].
Besides increasing the user satisfaction, such explanations
also showed potential to be perceived as more trustworthy.

In summary, explanatory complexity spreads a continuum,
ranging from rather shallow, similarity-based approaches to
complex explanations that leverage natural language. Rese-
arch so far gives evidence that trustworthiness of a recom-
mendation source increases along this continuum. However,
it remains underexplored which attributes of a recommenda-
tion source in particular are conveyed through such complex
explanations and how. Especially, investigations are missing
that shed light on how aspects such as the social presence of
a recommendation source, the perceived recommendation
quality and the trusting beliefs relate to each other.

3 METHOD
In order to investigate differences of personal and impersonal
recommendation sources and their explanation capabilities,
we conducted an online study with a between-subject de-
sign. Since we were also interested in trust dynamics over
time, we conducted the experiment with two measurements
over the course of two weeks. The general study setup, the



Preparatory Phase
• Questionnaire 1
• Rate 10 movies

Consuming Phase
• Receive recommendation
• Watch movie

Rating Phase
• Rate recommendation
• Rate explanation
• Questionnaire 2

2x

Recommending Phase

• Select movie to recommend
• Explain recommendation

Figure 1: Study phases of the used design. Note that the phase with the dashed line (recommending phase) only took place in
the personal condition. The phases inside the gray box were performed twice.

two conditions (personal and impersonal recommendation
source), the consecutive points of measurements, as well as
the tools used are described in detail below.

General Setup
As items to be recommended, we chose movies. The general
rationale behind this decision was that we wanted partici-
pants to be familiar with the domain. This is a crucial point
since participants had to be able to provide recommendati-
ons. A second benefit of the movie domain is the abundance
of well-established datasets for automatic RS, such as the Mo-
vielens 20M rating dataset1, which we utilized here. Since we
wanted participants to be able to watch recommended items,
possible recommendation candidates were restricted to those
available at Amazon Prime, resulting in 393 recommendation
candidates.
For the experiment we recruited 93 participants (55 fe-

male) with an average age of (M = 25.75, SD = 9.00) years.
Most participants were students (68%) or employees (24%).
A requirement for participating in the experiment was that
the candidates had an Amazon Prime account so that they
could actually consume recommended items. Consequently,
participants were used to online streaming providers, using
them on a daily (41%) or weekly (31%) basis. Participants
were randomly assigned to conditions, resulting in sample
sizes of N =49 for the personal and N =44 for the impersonal
condition.

In a preparation step, all participants—independent of the
assigned condition—were asked to rate 10 movies they alre-
ady knew on a 5-point rating scale in order to elicit prefe-
rences. Afterwards, they were asked to follow the scheduled
interaction cycle (see Figure 1) that was slightly varied bet-
ween conditions.

Impersonal Condition
We designed the system inspired by typical online RS: after
rating the items (see above), participants immediately recei-
ved a recommendation. Recommendations were generated
using the well-established technique of Matrix Factorization
1https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/20m/; the dataset comprises 20
million ratings for 27,000 movies by 138,000 users

[24]. Specifically, we used the Java implementation of the
ParallelSGDFactorizer made available by Apache Mahout2.
In tandem with the recommended item, a similarity-based
explanation for the recommendation was presented. Suppo-
sing that Fight Club was recommended and Pulp Fiction was
highly rated by the user, the explanation had the following
form:

Fight Club is recommended to you because it is
very similar to Pulp Fiction.

After receiving recommendation and explanation, partici-
pants were asked to watch the movie and subsequently rate
movie, recommendation and explanation on a 5-point rating
scale. Some days later, a new recommendation and explana-
tion was calculated and presented. Again, participants were
asked to watch the recommended movie and rate recommen-
dation, movie and explanation afterwards.

Personal Condition
Overall, the personal condition followed the study design
of the impersonal condition with one exception: All parti-
cipants were assigned a buddy3 and—in order to estimate
preferences—were presented with the buddy’s 10 rated mo-
vies. At the same interface, a searchable list of all 393 recom-
mendation candidates, being available at Amazon Prime, was
shown. Out of these candidates, participants should pick one
as recommendation and compose an explanation for why
they recommended it. This explanation was restricted to 255
characters in order to be comparable to the explanations
from the impersonal condition in terms of length.

Instruments
We set up a website in order to deliver automatic recommen-
dations to participants in the impersonal condition and to
connect participants in the personal condition to each other.
We used the same layout for both to control for confounding
stimuli.

2https://mahout.apache.org/
3In general this assignment was random but we controlled it for avoiding
reciprocal relations. Participants received recommendations from a different
person as they were providing recommendations to.

https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/20m/
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Several times over the course of the two weeks (see Fi-
gure 1), participants were asked to fill in questionnaires. After
the first login into the system and before preference elicita-
tion (i.e. Preparatory Phase), participants were asked to com-
plete the first questionnaire on general demographics. Ad-
ditionally, prior domain knowledge, the frequency of using
online streaming providers and general trust in technology
Knijnenburg et al. [21] were measured. Furthermore disposi-
tion to trust and institution-based trust [30, 31] were assessed.
All items were measured using a 7-point Likert scale.

The second questionnaire was presented after participants
had watched the first and second recommended movie re-
spectively (Rating Phase). We used items fromMcKnight et al.
[30, 31] to measure trusting beliefs and trusting intentions.
For measuring social presence we relied on items from Gefen
[13]. All items were assessed on a 7-point Likert scale. In
addition, participants were asked to rate recommendations
and explanations on a 5-point rating scale. We decided to
incorporate post- instead of pre-consumption assessments
because we assume participants can more resonably evalu-
ate recommendations and explanations after consuming the
item4 [29].

4 RESULTS
Descriptive results of our study can be found in Table 1.
They are split subject according to the experimental condition
and the point in time, i.e. measurement. In order to unravel
how social presence, explanation quality, and recommendation
quality relate to each other and how they affect trust in the
source of recommendation we hypothesized a structural
model (see Figure 2) that we will describe in the following.

Structural Equation Modeling
Based on the number of latent constructs and observed varia-
bles we estimated the lower-bound for the sample size. With
the probability level set to α = 0.05 and a desired statistical
power level of 0.8, the sample is required to be comprised
of 184 observations to, at least, detect medium effects (0.3)
[7, 48]. Since measurements of our experiment were taken
at two points in time, we had access to 186 observations5
in total for our analysis and are thus matching the required
threshold.

We were interested in identifying whether the interaction
led to differences in the assessment of trust subject to our

4We, nonetheless, tested for possible differences between pre- and post-
consumption and did not find any significant differences which is in line
with [29] for the movie domain.
5Due to combining observations from two points in time we cannot assume
mutual independence. Separate structural models for each point in time,
however, revealed effects identical to the combined model. Therefore, we
assume that the influence of dependence is neglegible.

1. Measurement 2. Measurement

Imp. Per. Imp. Per.

Variable M SD M SD M SD M SD

Trusting Beliefs 4.64 1.32 4.98 1.01 4.3 1.51 4.92 1.12
-Benevolence 4.45 1.48 5.0 1.18 4.2 1.6 4.88 1.21
-Integrity 4.53 1.53 5.1 1.11 4.27 1.55 5.08 1.15
-Competence 4.94 1.42 4.8 1.45 4.41 1.71 4.81 1.56
Trusting Intentions 4.43 1.29 4.39 1.18 4.12 1.41 4.41 1.2
-Willingness t. D. 4.56 1.44 4.27 1.47 4.14 1.59 4.36 1.6
-Follow Advice 4.75 1.54 4.71 1.48 4.28 1.58 4.65 1.5
-Give Information 3.99 1.43 4.18 1.34 3.95 1.65 4.23 1.36
Social Presence 2.38 1.43 3.8 1.67 2.39 1.5 3.73 1.61
Expl. Quality 3.23 1.25 3.76 1.12 2.84 1.33 3.88 1.18
Rec. Quality 3.91 1.21 3.67 1.18 3.51 1.33 3.92 1.08
Table 1:MeanValues and StandardDeviations for dependent
variables. All variables were assessed using a 7-point Likert
scale. Only explanation and recommendation quality were
elicited on 5-point rating scales.

experimental condition, i.e. a personal vs. impersonal recom-
mendation source. Condition was defined as an exogenous
categorical variable. We hypothesized the recommendation
source not only to have an impact on trust towards the source
itself (trusting beliefs) but also on the willingness to perform
trust-related behavior (trusting intentions). We further assu-
med that this effect was mediated by systematic differences
between the recommendations provided by the two sources,
e.g. the nature of the explanations. Since the interaction stret-
ched across two phases, we additionally considered whether
trust would change over time. Just like condition, point in
time was defined as an exogenous dummy variable. Structu-
ral equation modeling was applied to trace causal paths that
lead to the development of trust or a lack thereof. For this,
we utilized the R package lavaan, version 0.6-2 [39].

We conducted missing data analysis, outlier detection, a
test for normality, and the selection of an appropriate esti-
mator as preparation steps. Missing columns were observed
for two participants. Little’s MCAR test turned out to be
non-significant (χ 2 = 78.01, df = 64,p = 0.11). Therefore,
we can safely assume that the data was missing completely
at random and we were allowed to use maximum likelihood
parameter estimation. Outlier detection based on Cook’s
distance revealed three rows to be outliers which were sub-
sequently dropped leaving us with a final sample size of 184.
Shapiro’s test for normality indicated that several variables
of interest significantly deviated from normal distributions.
As a result, we conducted the analysis with an estimator that
allows for robust standard errors and scaled test statistics.
Together with the requirement to handle missing data, we
settled with the MLR estimator [11].
Since we found no evidence that point in time had an

influence on any constructs of interest, we decided to omit



Trusting IntentionsTrusting Beliefs

Condition

Recommendation
Quality

(R2 = .34)

Explanation Quality
(R2 = .13)

Social Presence
(R2 = .23)

Competence
(R2 = .71)

Benevolence
(R2 = .38)

Integrity
(R2 = .37)

Willingness
(R2 = .81)

Follow Advice
(R2 = .80)

Give Information
(R2 = .25)

−0.54***

−0.3***
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0.78*** 0.18*
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0.87***
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0.37***

0.43***

0.27**

0.43***

0.48***

0.26***
0.94

0.31

0.35

1.12***

1.25***

0.34***

0.28**

0.80
0.23

0.47

* p <.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < .001

Figure 2: Structural Equation Model comparing the influence of an algorithmic recommendation source with a human. Mani-
fest (observed) variables are depicted as rectangles and latent (unobserved) constructs as ellipses. To prevent overloading the
graph, the observed questionnaire items corresponding to latent variables are omitted. The edges show standardized parameter
weights and the amount of explained variance for endogenous variables is displayed inside the nodes.

it. The remainder of our hypothesized model appears to be
a good fit for the data (CFI = .970, TLI = 0.963, RMSEA =
0.052). For the sake of clarity, we will report significant direct
effects successively from left to right. Along these paths we
will trace back mediated influences from condition on the
endogenous variables.

Direct Effects & Mediation via Explanation Quality. The posi-
tive direct effect from condition onto explanation quality (see
Figure 2) suggests that the explanations formulated by hu-
man buddies attain higher quality than the generic similarity-
based ones. Explanation quality acts as a mediator between
condition and recommendation quality as well as between
condition and social presence.

While condition has a negative direct effect on recommen-
dation quality, suggesting that human buddies provide re-
commendations of lower quality, the mediation [condition
→ explanation quality → recommendation quality] yields
a competing impact of .44 (p < .001). Hence, although re-
commended movies from a personal source are perceived as
worse if examined in isolation, this effect is antagonized by
the significant positive influence exhibited by the explanati-
ons provided. When put together, both effects cancel each
other resulting in a total effect of 0.02 (p = .919).

Concerning social presence, the direct aswell as the indirect
effect [condition → explanation quality → social presence]

(standardized coefficient = 0.12, p = 0.03) assume positive
polarity. The combined total effect is 0.9 (p < .001) indicating
that having a personal recommendation source is related to
higher levels of social presence.

Direct & Indirect Effects on Trusting Beliefs. We can observe
four direct effects on competence: The negative impact from
condition suggests that, per se, the human buddy is perceived
as less competent. The remaining three effects from recom-
mendation quality, explanation quality, and social presence
are all positive with, according to its parameter weight, re-
commendation quality having the strongest influence.
Both recommendation quality and social presence thereby

become mediators themselves carrying some of the explana-
tory power of condition and explanation quality. For instance,
the path [condition→ social presence → competence] yields
an indirect effect of 0.21 (p < .001). Please note that we
now also have to consider paths with two mediators such as
[condition → explanation quality → recommendation quality
→ competence] with an effect of 0.21 (p = .001). Combining
all these effects leads to a non-significant total effect of .11
(p = .475) from condition on competence.

There exist similar causal patterns for benevolence except
for the insignificant direct effect from condition. As a result,
all explanatory power can be distributed to the mediators.
The total effect of 0.453 (p = .002) tells us that personal



recommenders cause participants to develop higher levels of
benevolence via better explanations and increased social pre-
sence despite the negative impact of lower recommendation
quality.
The strongly positive total effect from condition on inte-

grity with 0.51 (p < .001) suggests that personal recommen-
ders appear more honest and genuine than their automated
counterparts. Again, we cannot identify a significant direct
influence from condition such that all causal effects can be
explained by means of mediators. While the indirect paths
via explanation quality and social presence depict similar pat-
terns as the ones discussed for competence previously, the
effect from recommendation quality turned out to be non-
significant.

Direct & Indirect Effects on Trusting Intentions. The causal
influence on willingness to depend can exclusively be reduced
to competence as it is the only significant predictor. Therefore,
it is sufficient to only analyze the paths to that point as
the implications are equivalent. By combining the previous
non-significant effect from condition on competence with the
direct impact from the latter, we obtain a total effect of 0.26
(p = 0.161).

Since competence is also an influencing factor for follow
advice, the same relationships as for willingness to depend
are of importance again. Additionally to the effects via the
route [condition → (mediators) → competence], there is a
significant direct influence from social presence of 0.39 (p <
.001) this time. Elevated social presence therefore leads to a
greater tendency to follow the recommender’s advice. Put
together, the total effect is 0.41 (p = .028).
Give information is completely independent of any paths

that tackle recommendations or even the recommendation
source. Exclusively by an increased social presence is it possi-
ble to predict a higher probability of a person sharing infor-
mation (standardized coefficient = 0.39, p = .005).

Counterfactual Analysis
The structural model described in the previous section has al-
ready provided some insights into causal effects exhibited by
the exogenous exposure variable condition. By decomposing
its total effect into direct and indirect parts, we have expo-
sed explanation quality as the pivotal discriminating factor
between personal and impersonal recommendation sources.
Due to the generic nature of the explanations generated by
the RS, its trustworthiness and recommendation quality as
well as perceived social presence were obviously confined.

On the basis of these findings, we can now hypothesize
that RS performance is likely to be substantially improved
if better explanations could be provided. The counterfac-
tual mediation framework allows us to investigate questions
about such hypothetical situations with outcomes we cannot

observe in reality. Specifically, counterfactual analysis lets
us express the potential change induced by the condition
when keeping explanation quality fixed at the value that had
naturally been observed. In other words, we can estimate the
degree to which, for instance, recommendation quality would
change if the RS was capable of generating explanations of
the same quality as humans.

We can achieve this in terms of composite or nested coun-
terfactuals. Let Yi (x,M(x)) be the outcome for individual i
when exposed to condition x under consideration of the me-
diator’s M influence. For binary exposures, the composite
counterfactual is then the outcome for condition x subject to
the intermediate outcome for the alternate exposure level x∗,
i.e.M(x∗). Generalizing to population level is done by taking
the expected value which yields the mediation formula [35]:

E{Y (x,M(x∗))} =
∑
m

E(Y (x,m))Pr(m |x∗,C), (1)

where C is a set of confounding variables. Since we are inte-
rested in the expected improvement over actually observed
values for the mediator, E{Y (x,M(x))}, we need to calculate
the unit effect UE ofM on Y given X :

UE = E{Y (x,M(x∗))} − E{Y (x,M(x))} (2)

We calculated a mediation model with the outcome set
to recommendation quality in order to emphasize the im-
portance of explanations to support the main goal of RS,
i.e. generating good recommendations. Therefore we set
Y = recommendation quality,M = explanations quality,X =
condition. Based on the results of the structural model and
further investigations, no confounding variables could be
identified. The resulting unit effect is:

UE(recommendation quality) = 4.11 − 3.63 = 0.48 (3)

Altering condition from personal to impersonal while main-
taining explanation quality therefore increases the expected
assessment of recommendation quality from 3.63 to 4.11
which corresponds to an improvement of 13%.

Qualitative Analysis of Explanations
In order to get a better understanding of how participants
composed explanations, we provide some examples (see
Table 2). Examining those examples more closely shows
that explanations vary from very sophisticated statements
(e.g. p294) to shallow comments (e.g. p273). Some also use
similarities (e.g. p435) or express uncertainty (e.g. p369). Ot-
hers address general quality of the recommended movie
(e.g. p414) or try to be convincing and flattering (e.g. p427).
Overall, generated explanations used a similarity relation
to the rated movies of the recommendation receiver in 37%.



Participant Sample Explanations
p269 “Based on the rated movies of the buddy I don’t know what he likes or dislikes. Hence i chose an entertaining over the top action movie, that is

diverting for the short time of the movie.”
p270 “I chose the film because I saw it myself and was excited about it. My buddy and I seem to have a similar taste. Besides I wanted to pick a movie

in the genre of fantasy/science fiction, based on the rated movies of the buddy.”
p273 “Fantasy movie, action”
p294 “A classic and atmospheric story, where a noble-minded hero fights an epic battle against the evil (as in most of my buddy’s highly rated

movies).”
p307 “Once is a low budget movie, that has a lot to offer musically. My buddy seems to like films that are emotional and do have melancholic

soundtracks. Therefore i chose this nonfamous movie.”
p369 “I find it difficult to find a matching movie since the genres of your rated movies are quite different. In addition I do not know most of them. I

recommend Disturbia as it mixes action and thriller elements and hope that matches your taste. :)”
p414 “A thrilling movie with a tangled plot of hunter and hunted, awesome cast and a whole lot of action.”
p421 “I think you don’t like romantic comedy or extreme horror movies. As a result I picked this movie. It contains action not too much and a good

story that concludes with the movie. Have fun!”
p427 “Memonto is very thrilling to watch and contains a whole bunch of light bulb moments. I think this movie is very sophisticated and nothing for

bores—thus the perfect movie for guys who like profound stories, like you ;)”
p435 “Since my Buddy rated Forrest Gump highly, I guess he/she will like this touching movie with Tom Hanks as well.”
p445 “Because it’s a good movie”

Table 2: Some of the explanations created by participants in our experiment (carefully translated to English).

Taking into consideration the language style, 16% of explana-
tions addressed the buddy directly, 44% used the third person
and 38% were formulated in a neutral manner. Smileys or
other kinds of emoticons were only used scarcely (in 10% of
the explanations). 18% of the explanations expressed a high
certainty regarding the recommended movie, whereas in 4%
of cases it was explicitly stated that the participants were
not sure about the recommendation. On average participants
used M=23.23 (SD=10, 71) words for their explanations6.

Explorative Inspection of Temporal Effects
Although the structural model revealed no significant dif-
ferences for the point in time, we were still interested in
explorative investigation. Overall, the reported values in
Table 1 are homogeneous within conditions. This is under-
lined by statistical comparisons: When comparing results
between points of measurements, there were no significant
differences—neither in assessed quality of recommendati-
ons and explanations nor regarding trust in the source of
recommendation. Only for the impersonal condition, sta-
tistical significant differences are found. Concretely, with
(t(43)=1.989, p= .053) trusting beliefs were higher at the first
point of measurement. This is also true for its subconstruct
competence (t(43) = 1, 973, p = .055). Although values for
benevolence and integrity seem to decrease slightly over time,
this was not significant. Similar observations can be found
regarding trusting intentions. Within the impersonal condi-
tion, we also found a marginal significant difference here
(t(43)=1, 984, p= .054). Again, the values at the first point
of measurement were slightly higher. This also holds for the
subconstruct follow advice (t(43) = 2.126, p = .039). Values
of willingness to depend were not significant, but seem to

6Explanations were restricted to a maximum of 250 characters.

slightly decrease, whereas the intention to give information
nearly remains stable over time.

Summary of Findings
The main focus of the statistical analysis presented was the
investigation of causal paths along a structural model (Fi-
gure 2) that lead from the effects of our experimental con-
dition to trust-related constructs. Our results suggest that
the higher-quality explanations provided by participants had
an overall positive effect on their buddies’ trusting beliefs
and trusting intentions, despite the lower recommendation
quality. We discuss the implications of our findings in the
next section.

5 DISCUSSION
Close inspection of the relations discussed in the previous
section hint at a pivotal role of explanation quality. Recom-
mendation quality, social presence and the trusting beliefs
competence, benevolence and integrity were all significantly
and directly affected by the quality of explanations.

Recommendation and ExplanationQuality
By distinguishing between direct and indirect influences, we
were able to detect systematic effects that would otherwise
have been obstructed. Concretely, no differences could be
found descriptively between the two conditions for percei-
ved recommendation quality (see Section 4). However, by
taking into account the mediating function of explanations,
a negative direct effect became evident. That is, if we look at
the chosen items in isolation and control for any influence
explanations might have, human recommendations were less
likely to conform to the receiver’s preferences. This finding
is in line with previous research[25]: Humans tend to listen



to their “gut feelings” and rely on vague emphatic estimati-
ons, whereas the RS, due to its statistical nature, has access
to a vast factual basis from which to derive its decision.

However, the parameter weights on the indirect path [con-
dition → explanation quality → recommendation quality]
cause the total effect to become insignificant. Our deducti-
ons are twofold: First, a good explanation can, at least to
a certain degree, make up for a poor recommendation. Se-
cond, humans compose explanations of significantly superior
quality7.
We originally solicited movie quality besides recommen-

dation quality but discarded it. While in some cases there
surely is a difference (imagine recommending a movie the
user already knows and likes: even though the item is liked,
the recommendation would not be considered very helpful),
it seems that participants in our experiment could not draw a
mental line between these concepts. When replacing recom-
mendation quality with movie rating inside the SEM, effects
stay identical. This should not be the case had the movie been
rated solely on watching experience. Especially explanation
quality would not have influenced subjective movie quality.
People dislike the explanations generated by the RS be-

cause they are, in essence, a verbalization of the similarity
relation between a previously rated movie and the recom-
mendation. Without any further context given, they appear
arbitrary to users. In our experiment the RS did not disclose
its decision criteria, thus making it difficult for participants
to understand the foundation for the similarity estimation.
Moreover, the system did not explain why a particular rated
item was chosen as the basis for an explanation and not any
other.
On the other hand, humans conveyed their explanations

in an argumentative manner that resembles very closely the
process of how people exchange information in reality. Over-
all, they gave more nuanced explanations by justifying their
choice and contextualizing the recommendation with respect
to a plurality of dimensions. Interestingly, they often also
used similarity to rated movies, revealing that this style is
per se suitable for explanation purpose. Yet, humans often
combined several explanation styles, e.g. by summarizing
content commonalities in rated movies and bring them into
similarity-context with the recommendation (e.g. see p307 of
Table 2). We thus believe that combinations of different ex-
planation styles lead to explanations with a higher perceived
value, which is backed up by prior findings [5].

RS in general should be equipped with more sophisticated
means of explaining their decisions. Counterfactual inference
give us concrete hints about the effect size we can expect:

7Please note that the R2 value in explanation quality is rather low at 13%.
We account this to the fact that our binary exposure variable obviously
cannot explain variance that occurs within conditions but only between.

While maintaining the same algorithmic accuracy and only
by adopting to a human-like rather than a similarity-based
explanation style, the quality of recommendations would be
improved, on average, by around 0.5 points on the rating
scale. Expected improvements over RS that do not provide
any explanations at all—which are still very common—would
be even greater.

Trusting Beliefs and Trusting Intentions
Beyond improving the quality of recommendations, our ex-
periment shows that good explanations can also increase the
trust in their authors as expressed by the significant effects
on all subconstructs of trusting beliefs. It is safe to assume
that individuals who can articulate profoundly how they
chose a movie as recommendation, e.g. by contextualizing
their choice, will be considered competent advisors. Moreo-
ver, integrating direct speech and other subtleties of human
language into the explanation text may trigger associations
of benevolence and integrity. These competences, which hu-
mans learn naturally through socialization, are typically not
reflected in RS explanations. Lower values in explanation
quality and therefore trustworthiness are possible conse-
quences. This assumption is underlined, although not with
statistical significance, by the fact that we observed dimi-
nishing trust over time in the RS that was not traceable for
humans. After a high initial trust, which is not uncommon
when establishing new relations [31], users were supposedly
disappointed by the explanatory capabilities of the system.
The resulting asymmetry of information and unfulfilled ex-
pectations probably led to the observed decrease in trust.
As a consequence of these factors, we suggest developing
systems for incorporating explanatory components in a man-
ner that resembles more closely the way in which humans
exchange information.
Apart from that, we found some interesting relations re-

garding the subconstructs of trusting beliefs that we shortly
want to discuss: First, there was a direct (negative) effect from
condition on competence. That is, a priori RS are perceived
as more competent, likely because of a dispositional attitude
people seem to have. Second, although the total effect from
condition on benevolence indicates that humans are assessed
as being more benevolent than a machine, it is still surprising
that we could not identify a predisposition—expressed by a
significant direct effect—in favor of humans that transcends
the indirect influences. Third, recommendation quality seems
to have no effect on integrity. This can easily be explained
against the background that assessing someone as upright is
rarely connected with the perception of how good they are
at a particular task.

The prediction of trusting intentions—and thus trust-related
behavior—on the basis of the degree of trust into a source
of recommendations is, in contrast to prior research [e.g.



30], only possible via competence. We assume that benevo-
lence and integrity were not conveyed sufficiently in our
experimental setup. Moreover, the movie domain may not
create the necessity of such traits in order to follow an ad-
vice. Thus, we believe that with more information about the
recommendation source available, further communication
possibilities, and an item domain in which such traits are
more important (e.g. real estate business), benevolence and
integrity would become more influential. Interestingly, the
effect on trusting intentions outgoing from social presence
does not get completely mediated through trusting beliefs.
Social presence directly influences the tendencies to follow
advice and to give information. Certain undetected social
cues seem to have been present during interaction, distinct
from the recommendation source, that facilitate such social
behavior.
Social presence itself is partially affected by explanation

quality. We can observe at least a small effect that indica-
tes that better explanations increase social awareness. The
major portion of explained variance, however, originates in
the differences between the two conditions. The knowledge
about whether the interlocutor is human or not significantly
influences one’s perception of being in a social situation. This
effect seems also to occur through the restricted information
channel determined by the recommendation platform which
corresponds to prior research [6, 26]. One important factor
for the observed perceived social presence is probably also
the conceptualization of the user study as a reciprocal act
between humans. Users in the human condition were not
only receivers of recommendations but also producers. This
will likely lead to elevated feelings of social exchange and
probably also to situational sympathies.

Finally, there are some limitations to our study to consider.
We are aware of possible biases in our sample since a requi-
rement for taking part in our study was to have a streaming
account. For this reason, we believe that participants were
somewhat technically skilled and probably less picky about
recommendations and their explanations. Additionally, only
a single itemwas recommended for each point in time, which
is not a typical RS situation. This decision was made because
we wanted to isolate the situation from as many stimuli as
possible. If more than one recommendation would have been
shown, other aspects, such as diversity, may have influen-
ced perceived quality of recommendations. However, since
this was the case in both conditions, possible biases (e.g. on
perceived recommendation quality) can be neglected.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
We have provided a detailed analysis of the causal effects
that determine the outcome of trust in personal vs. imper-
sonal recommendation sources. We laid particular focus on
exposing systematic effects that can be causally ascribed

to the fundamental differences between personally compo-
sed and automatically generated explanations. Structural
equation modeling offered us the tools to uncover subtle
cause-effect relationships. By tracing back indirect influen-
ces over elongated paths we could identify the relative impact
of recommendation quality, social presence, and especially ex-
planation quality on trust. Thereby, our structural model
provides an indication of general mechanisms relevant for
generating good recommendations that could not have been
derived with correlative studies. Counterfactuals helped us
answer questions about hypothetical situations in which RS
are able to generate human-like explanations. Unit effect
values indicate that being capable of doing so will likely turn
out to have a significant impact on the perceived quality of
recommendations. The impersonal nature of automated RS
can, at least to some degree, be overcome by approaching an
explanation style that humans tend to employ in everyday
interaction.

On the basis of these results, we conclude that the positive
impact of adequate explanations is considerably underesti-
mated and receives too little attention in research and—even
more decisively—in industry. If we look at contemporary
explanations on online platforms, they are, if anything, a
subordinate component, be it in Netflix, Spotify or YouTube.
We argue for a more prominent role of explanations in RS—
especially due to the mediating effects of explanation quality:
While automated RS seem to generate recommendations of
superior quality, this benefit is countered by the quality of
human explanations to the degree of complete equalization.
In other words, the tremendous accuracy of recommending
algorithms, emerging from decades of research in that area,
remains next to meritless, when RS fail to convey rationales
behind their recommendations.
Finally, considering the trend of incorporating more and

more natural language into human–computer interaction
(e.g. personal voice agents such as Siri or Amazon’s Echo),
in future work we will aim at analyzing human-generated
explanations in more detail to derive insights into features
used and their impact on trust. We also plan to utilize more
sophisticated explanations in our experimental setting and
intend to take conversational explanation patterns into con-
sideration, enabling RS to answer on specific questions about
recommendations.
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